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NOTES FROM THE PRESIDENT'S DESK

Dear Members,
Thank you for your support over the past tumultuous period in the club's
history. Hopefully now that we have a full executive and board of directors
again we can once again get back to the business at hand and bring the club
back into its former strong position.

Firstly, I would like to thank Ron Stewart for taking on the job of election
officer on shod notice, and for hanging in despite all the pitfalls and
roadblocks thrown his way.

From my understanding the election results were very close for all
positions, and for that reason your executive will need to work harder than
ever to earn the trust that you have bestowed upon us. We have already
arranged a meeting and hope to have several during the year. I would also
like to see general membership meetings at least quarterly, so that the
members feel involved with the club and not left on the sidelines with a
handful of members running the show.

I hope that you will take the opportunity to bring any concerns that you
have to my attention or that of any other executive member. I can be
reached at 905-840-7654 or days 905-306-2101 . As well I can be reached
email at camms@wwonline.com. For those with IRC computer access I am also
often in an IRC chatroom on the undernet called #corgichat.

Some of the jobs that the executive have deemed priority for immediate
resolution are the completion of the club constitution, an overhaul of
membership fees, and working on projects to ensure that every member of the
club is made to feel like a welcome member, and that your ideas and opinions
are valid.

I hope that at the end of the term l will leave the club in a much better
position than it is now - and that we as Cardigan fanciers will present a
strong and united front to the rest of the purebred dog fancy.

Shelley Camm

From the V.P.'s Corner:

Although the turnout wasn't as large as expected due to a number of last minute
cancellations, those present at the second annual Cardigan Fun Day nevertheless
pronounced it a great success! The weather was ideal, cool enough for the dogs'
comfort and warm enough for people. The events were fun and interesting and several
new people were introduced to the Cardigan community. The pot luck lunch was
wonderful and the prizes great - thanks to all who contributed their culinary



masterpieces and to those who made donations to defray the expenses. Thanks as well
to Shelley Camm for once again hosting the day at her farm. A suggestion was made
last year to periodically move the location of the Fun Day, so if anyone would be willing
to host the event in 1998 please let us know. As well, let us know what dates are good
for you so that whoever is coordinating the event can plan the day accordingly.
Unfortunately there were a number of people who were unable to attend this year
because of previous plans that we were not aware of.

I would like to stafi compiling the Cardigan Cookbook that I mentioned in a previous
Newsletter. Could you please send me your favourite recipes, particularly those items
that you take to dog shows with you, favourite camping or barbecue recipes, dog treat
recipes, food that you find travels well, etc. As well, helpful hints for surviving Shows,
and traveling/camping with dogs. This will probably end up being a long term P.R. and
fundraising project; if anyone is interested in working on it with me please get in touch.
Thanks' 

Barb Hoffman

NOTICE BOARD: UPCOMING EVENTS!
Support your Club, and have fun with your furry friends, too! Join us for any, or all, of
the following Club events. Everybody and their dog is welcome!

. Last day for 1998 Membership renewals: April 30 FIRM! See application
enclosed.

Herding Clinic: likely third weekend in June. lnstructor: Sue Mesa. For info,
contact Charlie Maclnnes, (905) 640-6832. Get ready for the Specialty!

Fun Day: Saturday July 11, at Shelley Camm's place. Address and telephone
number on the masthead. Always fun things to do with your Cardi and a great
potluck lunch! Meeting for the membership, too.

National Specialty Show July 26,27 28: See adicle later in the Newsletter!

Booster at Alberta Kennel Club shows, Calgary: Weekend of July 31-August 3.

Annual General Meeting and Pot Luck: Saturday September 26, at Shelley's.
lf you can't attend the meeting in person, please send your questions,
suggestions, concerns and motions to our secretary, Karen Slutsken, and we'll
get them on the agenda!

Booster at Scarborough Kennel Club shows, Richmond Hill. Sunday September
27 . P arl of a full weekend of Cardi stuff !



Executive Meeting, Canadian Cardigan
February 21, 1998
Agenda: 1. Approval of Agenda

CorgiClub

7. 1998 Booster Show
8. 1999, 2000 Specialties2. Finances

3. Memberships
4. Position descriptions
5. Meetings
6. Newsletter

9. Fundraising
10. Trophy Policy
1 1. Constitution, Bylaws and Code of

Ethics
12. Public Education
13. Adjoumment

Minutes:
Present: Shelley Camm, President

Barb Hoffman, Vice-President (recording minutes)
Al Alcock, Treasurer (electronically for part of the meeting)
Marilyn Boissonneault, Director, Ontario

Absent: Karen Slutsken, Secretary

1. The agenda was read. Marilyn moved that the agenda be approved. Shelley
seconded. All in favour; motion adopted.

2. Finances: A financial statement dated July sth, received from the former Treasurer,
Chris Edwards, via Bette Wilkinson to Marilyn Boissonneault, was presented. The
statement shows that as of that date, the Club had a balance of approximately $1,900.
No supporting documentation was attached. lt was reported that Chris sent the Club
books to the new Treasurer, Al Alcock, instead of to the auditor. No back-up
documentation, receipts or invoices accompanied the books.

Shelley moved that the books be sent to a designated accountant, ie. CGA, CMA or CA
for review and comments. Marilyn seconded. All in favour; motion carried.

S!!qn: Shelley will arrange with Al to send the books to Rod MacNevin, CMA.

Shelley reponed that she has received information from Al via e-mail that we may have
$600 in the bank account. As well, there is apparently a $2,000.00 GlC, purchased by
Chris without authorization, which is locked-in for five years.

Action: Shelley will investigate the possibility of getting our money out of the GlC.

Shelley reported that Al investigated the feasibility of opening a Club bank account in
the Yukon. However, because of the rules and restrictions regarding the disbursement
of funds in the event the Club were to fold (ie. the money must stay in the Yukon), the
executive decided not to open an account there. Since two signatures are required on
cheques it would make more sense in order to expedite Club business to open an
account where two executive members with signing authority have easy access.

Barb moved that in order to provide easy access for the President and Secretary we
open an account at a bank in Mississauga that also has branches in the Yukon. Marilyn
seconded. All in favour; motion carried.



Action: Shelley agreed to open an account.

3. Memberships: Following a lengthy discussion the executive decided to form a
membership committee and appoint a chair.

Action: Shelley will contact a possible candidate for the position of Membership
Chair.

Shelley moved thai the Membership Committee Chair be provided with an old
membership list for the purpose of contacting former members to see if they would
rejoin the Club. Barb seconded. All in favour; motion carried.

Shelley moved that the Membership Committee Chair be responsible for:
:sending a letter of welcome to all new members;
:informing the Secretary and Newsletter Editor of all new members, their

addresses and telephone numbers;
:forwarding funds to the Treasurer;
:sending membership cards to members indicating the year for which they are

paid up; and
:promoting Club membership in appropriate ways.

Barb seconded. All in favour; motion carried.

Shelley moved that all current members be considered regular members or family
members as appropriate under the new membership structure (to be published in the
newsletter). Marilyn seconded. All in favour; motion carried.

4. Position Desciptions: Using the position descriptions in the draft of the proposed
bylaws, the executive made several changes which will appear in the final draft. The
intent of the changes is io give the Directors more specific responsibilities, and to
correct inconsistencies within the current draft.

5. Meetings: ln order to facilitate participation in meetings by the membership the
executive agreed to hold more meetings of the general membership, and to set dates
well ahead of time. The following m'eetings were agreed to:

:A general membership meeting will be held on Saturday July 11 at Shelley's
house in Georgetown, Ontario, in conjunction with the annual Fun Day.

:The 1998 Annual General Meeting will be held on Saturday September 26 at
Shelley's house, and a booster show will be held the following day, Sunday September
27, in conjunction with the Scarborough Kennel Club show at Richmond Green,
Richmond Hill. Shelley offered her property for camping.

:Any member who is unable to attend any meeting is encouraged to send issues
for discussion or motions they wish to make to the Secretary for inclusion on the
agenda. This process will be outlined in the revised bylaws.

6. Newslefter: Our current editor, Bette Wilkinson, has been carrying the responsibility
for the newsletter for several years. She has returned to work full time. Since we have a
volunteer who is willing to take on the task and has computer access, Shelley will



contact Bette to see if she wants to continue as editor or would like a break.

7. 1998 Booster Shows: See #5. (There may also be a booster at the Alberta Kennel
Club Shows on the August weekend following the '98 Specialty.) Since the purpose of
booster shows is to raise the profile of the breed the executive decided to encourage
the regional directors to hold annual booster shows in their areas, and agreed to assist
them by providing information, direction and some financial support if necessary and if
possible.

8. 1999 and 2000 Specialties: Following extensive discussion the executive agreed that
in order to get the Club back on a firm financial footing it would be prudent to hold the
1999 and 2000 specialties in conjunction with all-breed shows and in areas where we
could attract the largest entry. The executive expressed concerns about holding another
independent specialty so close to the 1998 one, as independents tend to be costly.
However, it was the consensus of the executive that the membership must have the
opportunity to suggest and vote on locations and judges for specialties. Charlie
Maclnnes had suggested, and investigated, the possibility of holding the 2000 specialty
in Cardigan, PEl, but it was unclear whether or not we were committed to it. Shelley
'phoned Charlie during the meeting. No commitments have been made to date so we
will consider Charlie's suggestion as one of the nominated locations.

Action: Marilyn will include a nomination form in the next newsletter, with an
explanation of the mechanism by which the choices will be made.

9. Fundraising: The executive agreed that we cannot rely solely on memberships and
specialties for revenue, but must find additional ways to generate the funds we need to
carry out the business of the Club effectively. lt was decided that Shelley will investigate
the following possibilities:

:holding an eye clinic in central Ontario, which, if successful, could be an annual
event and one that other regions may wish to try;

:holding a sanction match (conformation and obedience). This would serue two
purposes: first it would generate funds, and secondly we must hold three matches in
order to reinstate our ability to hold obedience trials independently and at specialties.
This would get us back on the road to doing that.

:costing out a 12 month calendar of CKC activities, ie. All-breed shows, trials,
tracking tests, etc. for sale to anyone interested (not just Cardigan people).

Action: Shelley will investigate.

Marilyn suggested that we spruce up our raffles (better prizes, know in advance what
the main prizes are) and hold them at booster shows and the AGM as well as at the
specialty.

Action: Marilyn will arrange a raffle in conjunction with the September AGM and
booster.

Barb suggested that once we appoint a Membership Committee Chair we sanction a
membership drive.



Action: Shelley agreed to open an account.

3. Memberships; Following a lengthy discussion the executive decided to form a
membership committee and appoint a chair.

Action: Shelley will contact a possible candidate for the position of Membership
Chair.

Shelley moved that the Membership Committee Chair be provided with an old
membership list for the purpose of contacting former members to see if they would
rejoin the Club. Barb seconded. All in favour; motion carried.

Shelley moved that the Membership Committee Chair be responsible for:
:sending a letter of welcome to all new members;
:informing the Secretary and Newsletter Editor of all new members, their

addresses and telephone numbers;
:forwarding funds to the Treasurer;
:sending membership cards to members indicating the year for which they are

paid up; and
:promoting Club membership in appropriate ways.

Barb seconded. All in favour; motion carried.

Shelley moved that all current members be considered regular members or family
members as appropriate under the new membership structure (to be published in the
newsletter). Marilyn seconded. All in favour; motion carried.

4. Position Descriptions: Using the position descriptions in the draft of the proposed
bylaws, the executive made several changes which will appear in the final draft. The
intent of the changes is to give the Directors more specific responsibilities, and to
correct inconsistencies within the current draft.

5. Meetings: ln order to facilitate participation in meetings by the membership the
executive agreed to hold more meetings of the general membership, and to set dates
well ahead of time. The following m'eetings were agreed to:

:A general membership meeting will be held on Saturday July 1 1 at Shelley's
house in Georgetown, Ontario, in conjunction with the annual Fun Day.

:The 1998 Annual General Meeting will be held on Saturday September 26 at
Shelley's house, and a booster show will be held the following day, Sunday September
27, in conlunction with the Scarborough Kennel Club show at Richmond Green,
Richmond Hill. Shelley offered her property for camping.

:Any member who is unable to attend any meeting is encouraged to send issues
for discussion or motions they wish to make to the Secretary for inclusion on the
agenda. This process will be outlined in the revised bylaws.

6. Newslefter: Our current editor, Bette Wilkinson, has been carrying the responsibility
for the newsletter for several years. She has returned to work full time. Since we have a
volunteer who is willing to take on the task and has computer access, Shelley will



contact Bette to see if she wants to continue as editor or would like a break.

7 . 1998 Booster Shows: See #5. (There may also be a booster at the Alberta Kennel
Club Shows on the August weekend following the'98 Specialty.) Since the purpose of
booster shows is to raise the profile of the breed the executive decided to encourage
the regional directors to hold annual booster shows in their areas, and agreed to assist
them by providing information, direction and some financial support if necessary and if
possible.

8. 1999 and 2000 Specialties: Following extensive discussion the executive agreed that
in order to get the Club back on a firm financial footing it would be prudent lo hold the
1999 and 2000 specialties in conjunction with all-breed shows and in areas where we
could attract the largest entry. The executive expressed concerns about holding another
independent specialty so close to the 1998 one, as independents tend to be costly.
However, it was the consensus of the executive that the membership must have the
opportunity to suggest and vote on locations and judges for specialties. Chadie
Maclnnes had suggested, and investigated, the possibility of holding the 2000 specialty
in Cardigan, PEl, but it was unclear whether or not we were committed to it. Shelley
'phoned Charlie during the meeting. No commilments have been made to date so we
will consider Charlie's suggestion as one of the nominated locations.

Action: Marilyn will include a nomination form in the next newsletter, with an
explanation of the mechanism by which the choices will be made.

9. Fundraising: The executive agreed that we cannot rely solely on memberships and
specialties for revenue, but must find additional ways to generate the funds we need to
carry out the business of the Club etfectively. lt was decided that Shelley will investigate
the following possibilities:

:holding an eye clinic in central Ontario, which, if successful, could be an annual
event and one that other regions may wish to try;

:holding a sanction match (conformation and obedience). This would serve two
purposes: first it would generate funds, and secondly we must hold three matches in
order to reinstate our ability to hold obedience trials independently and at specialties.
This would get us back on the road to doing that.

:costing out a 12 month calendar of CKC activities, ie. All-breed shows, trials,
tracking tests, etc. for sale to anyone interested (not just Cardigan people).

Action: Shelley will investigate.

Marilyn suggested that we spruce up our raffles (better prizes, know in advance what
the main prizes are) and hold them at booster shows and the AGM as well as at the
specialty.

Action: Marilyn will arrange a raffle in conjunction with the September AGM and
booster.

Barb suggested that once we appoint a Membership Committee Chair we sanction a
membership drive.



Marilyn brought up the idea of a CCCC Cookbook thai was suggested earlier in the
newsletter. Barb agreed to do some work on the idea and report back to the executive.

10. Trophy Policy: ll was brought to the attention of the executive that the Alcock
Trophy (donated by Al and Lynn Alcock) that is cunently being offered for Best Sexually
Altered in Specialty be reassigned as it is too nice to sit gathering dust due to the
sparse entries in those classes.

Marilyn moved that the Alcock Trophy be awarded to Best Veleran in
Sweepstakes at national specialties. Shelley seconded. All in favour; motion carried.

It was agreed that we need to inventory our current trophies and develop a general
trophy policy defining the various types of trophies, a consistent process of moving
them from winner to winner, etc. Marilyn, Barb and Karen Harbert have done some
preliminary work on this; Marilyn and Barb will fonivard the material they currently have
to Shelley and Karen Slutsken for discussion at the next meeting.

Action: Marilyn and Barb, as noted above.

11 . Constitution, Bylaws and Code of Ethics: The executive discussed ihe feedback
that was received after the last draft was sent to the membership. Appropriate changes
were made. Marilyn will prepare a revised draft for discussion at the next executive
meeting.

Action: Marilyn to carry out revision and circulate new draft to executive.

Barb moved that the final draft be sent to Mr. Elio Furan, CKC Club Recognition for
comments prior to sending it out to the membership for ratification. Shelley seconded.
All in favour; motion carried.

12. Public Education: Following a discussion of ideas the executive decided on the
following:

:Shelley will draft a tri-fold brochure which will contain information on the breed
and a listing of active breeder-COCO members in good standing. She will submit it to
the executive for comment. When completed this brochure would be sent via the
Secretary to people making inquiries about adopting Cardigan puppies/dogs.

:Shelley will investigate the cost of producing a laminated card containing breed
information that can be hung on crates and X-pens at shows, etc.

:at some time in the future we will investigate the possibility of establishing a
CCCC website. Shelley is designing web pages now and is willing to do one free of
charge for the Club.

13. Barb moved that the meeting be adjourned. All in favour; motion carried.



TREASURER'S STATEMENT
lncome Statement July 1996-July 1997-

Current Account #514997 DRS CRS
Balance forward July 31 , 96 $1 ,1 62.69
Memberships: late payments 96 (3)

current year 1997 (28s, 7f)
late payments 97 (3)
prepaid 1998 (0)

Donations to trophy fund 1997
Raffle 1997
Exchange on currency to trophy fund
Proceeds of Raffle 1996
Specialty 1996 Show, Markham rebate
Caledon rebate from 1995 booster
Sale of Club patches
Herding entries (clinic 3, test 10, view 2, lunch 6)
Donation to rescue fund (in general revenue)
Bank interest eamed

795.00

67.00
2.00

31 .22
253.50
772.00

76.00
8.00

430.00
15.00

Nit

$3,602.41

Expenses for '1996 Specialty, ribbons
trophies

Listing dogs in Canada 97
CKC recognition 97
Bank charges 96\97
Treasurers Expenses 96\97:

Seminar and purchase recording equipment,
Herding test\stationary, premiums, etc.

200.00
609.15

72.60
42.80

Nit

146.50
($88.36 waived in exchange for herding entry, cost $85.)

Bulletin costs, publishing, mailing etc. 395.84
Constitution and Ethics: mailing 163.00

$1,629.89
Balance of a/c June 30th, 1997 = $1 ,972.52
Balance of bank book $1 ,867.52
Chqs for deposit to a\c $105.00 = $1 ,972.52

Signed by Chris Edwards, Club Treasurer
July 5, 1997

*lncome or expenses from the Sarnia Specialty Show are not included.



1997 National Specialty Show Results
Junior Sweepstakes:
Judge: Linda Millman

12-18 month dog: Coedwig Stormblot of Corwyni (Catter)

6-9 month bitch: 1 ST's Madeira M'Lady Mandy (Cone)
2 ST's Lucky Lady Loralie (Cone and Sucatre)

9-12 month bitch: 1 McLea's Ad Venture O'Woodhouse (James and Lyons)
2 Aelwyd Have Dessert First (Harbert)
3 Aelwyd Aberwyvern Baklava (Boissonneault and Harbert)
4 Finnshavn's Trickadecaphobia (Maclnnes)

12-18 month bitch: 1 Karinas Diamonds are Forever (Hoyer and Ridenour)
2 Pencader Morwenna ap ST's (Cone)

Best in Sweeps: McLea's Ad Venture O'Woodhouse
Best Opposite: Coedwig Storm Blot of Corwyni

Veterans' Sweepstakes:
Judge: Linda Millman

7-9 dog: Ch. Davenitch English Toffee (Maclnnes and Harbert)
7-9 bitch: Ch. Ffallian Finnshavn Lisbeth (Maclnnes)
9& over dog: Pencader's Aled (McOulloch)

Best in Sweeps: Ch. Davenitch English Toffee
Best Opposite: Ch. Ffallian Finnshavn Lisbeth

Reqular Classes:
Judge: Nigel Aubrey Jones

12-1 I month dog: 1 Coedwig Storm Blot of Corwyni (Ca'ter)

Canadian-bred dog: 1 Aberwyvern Llanelidon (Boissonneault and Harbert)

Open dog: 1 Kennebec Rhos of Red Oak (Hoyer)
2 Redbuds Mr. Goodbar (Maclnnes)
3 Pencader's Aled (McCulloch)

Winner's Dog: Kennebec Rhos of Red Oak
Reserve: Coedwig Storm Blot of Corwyni

Veteran Dog: 1 Ch. Davenitch English Totfee (Maclnnes and Harbeft)



6-9 month bitch: 1 ST's Madeira M'Lady Mandy (Cones)
2 ST's Lucky lady Loralie (Cone & Sucatre)

12-18 month bitch: 1 Aelwyd Abenryvern Baklava (Boissonneault &Harbert)
2 Chandler's Brindle Brocade (Gardner)
3 Aelwyd Have Dessert First (Harbed)
4 McLea's Ad Venture O'Woodrose (James & Lyons)

Canadian-bred bitch: 1 Pencader Morwenna ap ST's (Cone)

Bred by exhibitor bitch: 1 Aelwyd Rainbow Dancer (Harbert)
2 ST's Hellacious Hailacia (Cones)

Open bitch: 1 Raconteur Scarlett of McLea (James)
2 Phi-Vestavia Ebony - Not (Cone)
3 Karinas Diamonds are Forever (Hoyer and Ridenour)
4 Pencade/s lrwen Chance (McCulloch and Edwards)

Winner's bitch: Aelwyd Aberwyvern Baklava
Reserve: Chandler's Brindle Brocade

Veteran bitch: 1 Ch. Ffallion Finnshavn Lisbeth (plus Award of Merit)
(Maclnnes)

Best of Breed: Ch. Mclea's Admiral (plus Award of Merit)
Best of Opposite: Aelwyd Aberwyvern Baklava
Best of Winners: Aelwyd Aberwyvern Baklava
Best Puppy: Aelwyd Aberwyvern Baklava
Best Canadian-bred: Ch. Finnshavn Michael Oarsman (plus Award of Merit)

(Maclnnes)
Best Veteran: Ch. Davenitch English Toffee (Maclnnes and Harbert)

JUDGE'S COMMENTS
Puppy Sweepstakes - Saturday, July 5, 1997 - Judge Linda Millman

12 - 18 Month Dog - Junior Puppy Male - Armband #521 - Only one in his class. He has
nice bone and nice body structure. The head is correct in as much as planes are nice and
the balance is correct. The forejace and back skull are even - the ear set - he has nice
large ears - a little wide in the ear set - his front is fairly laid back in the shoulder - a little
cow hocked in the rear and a little long in body - overall he is not a bad puppy.

Junior Puppy Bitch - Corgi 258 was first place and it had good substance - could use a
little less length in body - a fairly decent lay back of shoulder - could use a little more stifle
in the rear end - overall balance I found a little long in body but not a bad puppy. Second
place - Corgi puppy #255 - I found to be a little high in the rear end and maybe not enough



length ol body - not too bad a shoulder assembly however lacked let down of stifle.

Senior Puppy Bitch - First Place puppy, #1230 - is an extremely lovely puppy - nice lay
back of shoulder - a lovely sized bitch - attitude and a very pretty head - the fore face and
back skull are nicely even - the eye is really dark and lovely - has nice let down of stifle -
overall a very pretty, pretty puppy. Second place - #252 - is a very nice puppy as well - |

found the first place puppy just a liitle nicer in head but also a lovely puppy - a nice lay
back of shoulder - good let down of stifle - could use a little more muzzle. Third place -
#234 -is a very nice puppy - she was slightly undershot in the bite hence the third placing -
she is a nice moving dog and she also had a good shoulder and nice let down of stifle
however I found she was a little shy. Fourth place puppy - #519 - did not have the let down
of stifle that the other three placings did but had an adequate head - a little wide in the
back skull but the main reason I placed it fourth was because of the lack of let down of
stifle.

12 - 18 Month Bitch - First Place Puppy - #1226 - puppy had again a fairly good head -
dropped off a little in the muzzle - could use a little more muzzle - slightly Roman nose
maybe - overall length not bad - a little more turning out at the front than what the breed
standard calls for - it's more than just slightly - overall balance of the puppy is not bad - a
little cow hocked in the rear - could be a little sounder. Puppy #2 - #256 - had a slightly
better head -again could usea little more muzzle - lfind a lack of muzzle -a little bit better
front than the first place dog but I think e)dremely poorly or very, very cow hocked.

Judges Comments: My best in sweepstakes was puppy 1230 (McLea's Ad Venture
O'Woodrose - owner: Leah James and Karen Lyons) - I found this to be an extremely
pretty puppy - very balanced - a lovely head - overall my idea of the breed standard.

Best of opposite - #521 - Coedwig Storm Blot of Corwyni - Owner - Kathleen & Walter
Caner) - quite a nice puppy - a little long in the body - what I found lacking in him that the
bitch puppy didn't have was his head - he could have used a little more balance in the head
- otherwise a very nice puppy as well.

Veteran Sweeps

7-9Yr.Dog-#517-averylovelydog-hehasabeautiful head - lovely flat backskull -
nice even fore face to back skull - he had a level bite which I would have preferred to see
scissored - beautifully laid back stifle - nicely turned in the front - beautiful lay back of
shoulder - slightly out at the front which is perfect for the breed - lovely let down of stifle -
did have a curl to his coat but otheruise a very nice dog.

7 -gYr. Bitch - #518 - a lovely head - nice muzzle - good bite - lay back of shoulder was
wonderful - very good front end assembly - chest - length of body is overall nice - nice coat
- where I fault the bitch is she has a poor rear end but overall she is a nice bitch.

9 and Over Dog - #1232 - this is an absolutely beautiful dog who has a wonderful head -
lovely lay back of shoulder - he has a beautiful brisket - nice front - his length of body to



height is just perfect - I fault him a little bit where his croup is a little high but he has a nice
let down of stifle and he moves very nicely.

Judges Comments: My number one dog was #517 (Davenitch English Toffee - Owner:
C. D. Maclnnes& K. Harbert) - the other veteran dog (#1232 - Pencader's Aled - Owner:
Julia McCulloch) was lovely as well - I just found he was too wide in the back skull - the
best veteran dog had a very nice lean back skull - a very nice dog - he was my best
veteran in sweeps and where I fault him his coat was a bit curly and his bite was just
slightly level. The Best of Opposite to the Veteran Dog was a nice blue merle bitch (Ch.
Ffallian Finnshavn Lisbeth - Owner: C. D. Maclnnes) - she had a very nice front assembly
and a nice head but I faulted her in her rear end.

Herding Trials - held July 6, 1997 at the farm of Jim Clark
Hi! l'm Jim Clark and I conducted the herding clinic and instinct test at our farm on July 6,
1997 forthe Corgi Club. This morning we had five dogs entered in the clinic. Before we
went to the field we had a seminar in the house where we talked about the terminology and
what I expected from the handlers and from their dogs - the proper approach to the sheep,
the obedience you needed beforehand and the terminology. Then we proceeded to the
pasture where we worked with Scottish black faced sheep. We had 2 German Shepherds,
a Belgian Sheepdog, an Australian Shepherd and a Corgi. I was very happy with the
amount of obedience control that these participants had on their dogs. They all did very
well at that - they kept them under control. We didn't have to use the long line very much
to keep these dogs from going straight afterthe sheep. The German Shepherds moved
a little bit quicker, just the size of the dog intimidated the sheep a bit I think but they did
show some interest in working. We have to take into consideration that these dogs have
never seen sheep before so this is a first exposure for all of the dogs in the clinic today.
They didn't get around and gather as much as I would like to see dogs but when you are
beginning this is acceptable and you have to get some kind of an interest in the sheep or
for the dogs to gather the sheep. ln that regard I think the people were quite happy with
the results. The Belgian had seen a sheep before just on a acquaintance situation, it
wasn't a working situation and she got to going pretty well near the end, started to break
ground and gatherthe sheep back and try to keep them grouped together a bit - it wasn't
too bad. The Australian Shepherd at the very beginning was not interested much at all in
the sheep but as the period progressed and we spent more time with her she got going a
little bit better and really showed a little bit more of a gathering ability than the three
previous dogs. She tried to break out around them, come at them, we had a few break ups
and that but she was doing pretty good. The Corgi that we did hadn't been around sheep
before and didn't seem to have a lot of interest in the sheep. We didn't need to put him on
a long line - nonchalant I guess would be the remarks to make about him but as the
session went along a little bit he seemed to be more comfortable moving with the sheep
and around the sheep and they seemed to move away from him. l'm not so sure it was
herding or more just a reaction from dog to sheep move but he would seem very
comfortable and not out of his element being around the livestock. lthink a few more
exposures to the sheep would probably trigger some more instinct in him. All in all I think
for the five for their first exposure to sheep it was pretty lavourable and I think the people



learning how to position themselves in the presence of the sheep and get the dog in the
right position - all part of this training process - and it will get belter as they have more
experience.

The herding instinct test went pretty well. lwas pleasantly surprised that there were as
many dogs did as well as they did do. The first two German Shepherds that were out had
never been to sheep - I was really surprised to see them gathering as well as they were.
I always cringe when I see the German Shepherds come to the field but these ones did
pretty good. There were some of the corgis didn't do anything. There were a few that did
exceptionally well and I guess that maybe their short legs give them a bit of an advantage
of being a little slower and not exciting the sheep as much but there were two or three of
them that really did quite a nice job of trying to keep the sheep gathered and re-group
them. lt was interesting to see the driving aspect come out on one where it tried to go in
and lust nip at the heels to get the sheep to move along with a little bit of barking. So we
had quite a variation in the style of the corgis. The Belgian that was in the instinct test was
also in the clinic this morning and lthink the whole excitement of the day and the
movement of the sheep got this dog cranked up a little bit too much. lt was hard to
differentiate whether this dog was herding or driving right up through the middle and
splitting them and trying to chase them. So I guess that would be the biggest
disappointment of the day and I felt sorry for the people as they lost a little bit of control on
the dog and probably if we had done the test this morning and the clinic this afternoon I

would have passed the dog and we would have got a little more control this afternoon as
he was keener at the clinic. The Australian Shepherd did a good job at the instinct test and
other than that I think the sheep were a good test for these dogs. The questions after it
was over were a good range of questions and asking about ihings as far as why did one
dog have a completely different style and run on ducks at another instinct test but on the
sheep it seemed like it was two ditferent dogs but I think that was explained by the
difference in the stock that we were dealing with. The ducks may allow the dogs to work
closer to them and may come to the handler for protection and it appears to be a gathering
whereas with the sheep it was more appearing of drive. So all in all I think the day went
well and I think the questions were good and I hope that everybody enjoyed themselves
and gained some knowledge from it because that is what it is all about.

1998 SPECIALTY NEWS!!!
The following update comes from our'98 Specialty Chair, Lore Bruder:

When: July 26th,27lh,28th 1998 (Sundaythrough Monday)
Where: Horse Show Pavilion

343 Main Street
Pincher Creek, Albena

This is going to be a real Cardigan workout!: conformation, obedience and herding overthe
three days. lt will also make history: the first ever official herding test held under CKC
auspices! WOW! For those of you who want to make a full circuit, the Alberta Kennel



Club shows are held at Calgary on the long August weekend, starting Friday and going
through Monday. lt's a grand show with lots of room and well worth attending. This is the
reason I chose to have our show on the Sunday, Monday, Tuesday. That way people will
have Wednesday to rest (and get the dogs cleaned up!-ed.) as move-in for those camping
at Calgary is on Thursday. (Ed.: there are also three shows at Edmonton on the weekend
after Calgary.)

For those of you flying in, Pincher Creek is a three hour drive from Calgary. Budget and
Hertz are both at the airport; I suggest reserving well ahead (Ed.: Calgary is the major
jumping off point for tourists heading for the Rockies.) Remember we're at 3500 feet so the
dogs will need at leasl24 hours to adjust!

Camping at the show site is free. There are no hookups or power, (washrooms in the
arena) but we may get some generators to boost up power for the trailers, and some
portable potties for down close to the trailers so people don't have to fill up their own tanks.
Dumping of tanks is free in Pincher Creek in the Co-op mall parking lot; it's easy to find.

For those of you who want to camp with full hook-ups, Sleepy Hollow Campsite is the place
to be. They are five minutes from the show site, and also have shade, which the arena site
doesn't. Telephone: (403) 627 -2033.

The 4-H Club will be on hand to help with dogs, directions and will be running the
concession. They will stay with the dogs when we go to dinner so everyone can come and
feel safe about their dogs and belongings. Most of these kids are ranch and farm kids so
many of us will even have a chance to leam about a different way of life, that and they are
used to working hard for very little money. Some of the older and larger boys will be staying
all night for three nights to make sure that there will be no risk of anybody being harassed
or any vandalism; I want everybody to feel safe and welcome.

The obedience trials will be run as correction matches. This will get you and your canine
partner primed and ready for the Alberta Kennel Club trials on the following weekend in
Calgary!

A tentative schedule is:
Sunday: Conformation 7'.3O am (lt can get hot in a hurry here so let's get it done!)

Herding Trial A: 1:00 - 6:00 pm (depending on the entry)
Obedience Match A: 3:00 - 6:00 pm (depending on the entry)

Monday: Herding Trial A: continues if necessary
Obedience Match B: 8:30
Herding Trial B: when Trial A finishes and ring layout changed

Tuesday: Herding Trial B: continues if necessary
Annual Meeting
Club Dinner at the Legion: 3:00
Speakers: starting at 5:00



Judge for sweepstakes is Fern Hunt, who has 25 years of experience breeding and
showing Cardigans in New Zealand and Canada.

Judge for the regular classes and for herding is Cheryl Tuber. Cheryl is a rancher from
Alberta, uses Pembroke on her ranch, and is qualified as both a herding and conformation
judge. She will bring a unique perspective on the Cardigan in theory and in practice!

Entries for the Specialty will need to be in well in advance!: 40 days! As much as it is
rather a pain I really must request this in order to secure and organize the livestock and
herders for the show. ln addition, this will be an early entry closing for Cardigans, and after
the cut-off date the obedience and herding trial will be opened to other breeds. This is
because the obedience trial is being put on by Lethbridge Kennel Club, and the herding
trial is being run with the assistance of the Southem Herding and Working Dog Association.

Herding Trials: You must complete Trial A to go on to Trial B. Each person will be
responsible for their own dog. lf it maims a sheep to the point that it requires medical care
the owner will be responsible for the cost. lf the animal must be destroyed the owner will
be assessed current market value for the animal. Advice from Lore is practice your recall!:
if you have that you will always have a chance, ii that isn't there you have no hope of
control once the dog gets into the mode. Trust me!

The trial will be video-taped and a TV set up in the meeting room so people can watch
them that night or the next day. lt is amazing how much a person can from watching
yourself.

The rent for the entire grounds, buildings, meeting rooms, and camping is $250 per day.
The cost for the sheep, sheep feed and herders is $700. This might seem high but trust
me it is very reasonable, for there is transport, feed, water, penning and lease costs just
on the animals not to mention the herders. lt is the stock dog association that is looking
after this end so they cover the costs and the rest goes to their club, so remernber: these
people are donating their time in order to share their knowledge and support the club. The
Town is going to lend us enough snow fence to go outside the outside arena to keep the
sheep safe (sheep in dogs out); anyone caught "playing with the sheep" when not
superuised will be excluded from the show and any previous awards will be pulled!!! I mean
this from the bottom of my soul! This event is the first of its kind and is under the
microscope so we cannot afford any screwups. I will try very hard to make it an enjoyable
time so I ask please do not make a fool of me in my home town. A lot of people think that
a large number of dogs are going to be out of control and that there will be a huge mess
left behind, and I have staked my reputation that there will be no problems and NO
MESST!!!!!!!!l

Dinner: Dinner is to be at the Royal Canadian Legion Branch #42. (Children are welcome
until 7 pm.) Dinner includes BBQ steak (6 oz. Sirloin $7.50, I oz. Sirloin $8.50), baked
potato, salad and garlic toast. The BBQ is inside and it is "do it yourself" so we can all have
our steak just the way we like it. Remember this is Alberta beef, the best in the world!
Drinks of all kinds are available through bar service, no tabs so have cash on you



beforehand, the prices are very reasonable. The Legion has generously offered to supply
their van to give people rides home so as not to have anyone drinking and driving. We are
currently working on getting someone to come in and give a speech on the pros and cons
of line breeding (ed.: Lore also says she may be able to get a funny cowboy poet!).

Our Show Secretary is Gail A. Ellis on
Box74
Blair more, Alberta TOK 0E0

Tel.: (403) 564-4398.

REMEMBER: lT'S EARLY CLOSING, NO FAX ENTRIES, AND MAIL SERVICE TO
PINCHER CREEK IS NOT GREAT - SO GET YOUR ENTRIES IN EARLY!!!!!

1999 AND 2OOO SPECIALTY SHOWS

It's not too soon to start thinking about Specialty shows for 1999 and 2000. We would like
to solicit your input as to the location and judges for these shows. No suggestions are
currently on the table for'99; there has been a proposal for an independent Specialty in
Cardigan, Prince Edward lsland, to celebrate the Millenium.

On the back of the membership renewal form attached to this newsletter, you will find a
form on which you can suggest locations and judges for our nelit two Specialties. Cardigan,
PEI is included as an option for 2000. We would like you to suggest a first, second, and
third choice in each of four categories:

:Specialty location in 1 999
:specialty location in 2000
:sweepstakes judge
:judge for regular classes

Your recommendations will be assigned points, ranging from three points for your first pick,
two for second, to one for third, and the total number of points earned for each category
will advise us as to which suggestions to pursue. (The first choice judges or venues may
not be available for these years, and we would have to pursue a second or third choice,
although they could remain for consideration in later years.)

Please bear in mind that independent Specialties are more expensive to run than those
which are held in conjunction with an all-breed club. Also remember that regular class
judges must be licensed to judge Cardigans by the CKC or another national kennel club,
but sweepstakes judges do not need to be licensed.



When to Call the Vet

From time to time we have been reprinting items, with permission, from Dr. Bernhard
Pukay's column in the Ottawa Citizen, which we feel will be of general interest. Here is one
on a topic that still sends me to the books from time to time: when should I call the vet?

"Most pet owners have, at one time or another, found themselves in a situation
where they've wondered whether or not they should be calling their veterinarian.

Ultimately, the correct answer is: if in doubt, contact your veterinarian.
While there is no definitive answer, there are some guidelines one can follow. The

following mnemonic device (SAVE PETS - CALL VET) may prove helpful:
Straining (to urinate/defecate). lf a per appears to be straining, whetherto defecate

or urinate, it should be seen by a veterinarian immediately, as this could be life-threatening.
Activity. Changes in activity level, whether hyperactivity or reduced energy levels,

should be cause for concern and need to be investigated further.
Vascular (bleeding, shock). lf your pet is bleeding, call your vet.
Ear problems. Most ear problems can usually be treated during a regularly

scheduled appointment. However, some ear infections can be extremely paintul and may
require immediate attention by a veterinarian.

Pain. lt a pet is crying out in distress, call your veterinarian immediately.
Emergencies (whatever you think is an emergency).
Temperature. Abnormal changes in body temperature, such as fever, hypothermia

and heat stroke, are considered life threatening.
Seizures/convulsions. These are considered true emergencies, as are fainting

spells.
Changes in personality (depression). lf your pet suddenly experiences extremes in

personality changes, whether overly active or excitable, or lethargic and depressed, you
should discuss this with your veterinarian.

Appetite loss or change. Any change in appetite, whether an increase or decrease,
or not eating at all (anorexia) for more Ihan 24 hours, is cause for concern.

Limping and Lameness. lf your pet is favoring a leg or not using it at all, it may need
to be x-raced. lf there is slight weigh! bearing, the likelihood of a fracture is greatly reduced.

Vomiting/dianhea. lf vomiting or diarrhea is persistent, ie. more than one day, or
your pet fails to respond to withholding food and water for 12 hours, you should contact
your veterinarian.

Eye problems. All eye problems are potentially serious and need to be treated.
Thoracic (cough, breathing difficulty). Coughing, whether acute or persistent, needs

to be checked out by a veterinarian, regardless of how healthy your pet appears to be.
Breathing difficulties should be considered a serious emergency."

The Adventure of Georgina and the Canoe: I certainly remember one occasion on which
I could have used Dr. Pukay's mnemonic device! I arrived home from work and let the dogs
out for their run, and quickly realized that poor Georgina was straining badly (see first 'S'
above). I dithered for an hour, checking reference books and sending her out again to see
if the problem had solved itself, before deciding to call the vet. Of course, by this time the



clinic had closed for the evening and it was an emergency visit. Only a senior vet student
was on duty. She couldn't immediately find anything wrong, but did come up with a list of
five possibilities, all of them life threatening, including a bowel blockage and pyometria. The
vet would be back from an earlier farm call about 10 o'clock, and Georgina was definitely
spending the night!

At 10 I was hovering close to the 'phone, and I think I picked it up on the first ring. Janet
had checked Georgina over carefully, and wanted to know why I had neglected to mention
that she'd been hit by a car! I knew absolutely lhal she hadn't, but Janet was equally
certain that she had been: Georgina had a series of small scrapes and scratches down her
back, running perpendicular to the spine. This is apparently typical of smaller dogs which
are struck by cars, where the dog is sort of rolled by the bumper, rather than squished: the
bumper scrapes down the back leaving a neat series of scratches. The diagnosis was

badly bruised kidneys, which had caused a secondary kidney infection, but what had
caused the bruised kidneys remained a mystery.

Then I remembered the canoe. Jim's heavy 18 foot freighter canoe was stored on small
wooden blocks, upside down under our back deck. The canoe had become part of the
backyard obstacle course the dogs loved to race around. There was just enough clearance
under the mid-section of the canoe for a speeding Cardi to pass through, tf they
remembered to duck. I could only conclude that Georgina had forgotten to duckl

It was certainly a'Tirst" forthe vet clinic, and they howled when I told them what had really
happened: Georgina hadn't been hit by a car, but by a stationary, upside down, landlocked
canoe!

Marilyn Boissonneault

<---shamelessly stolen
from the Toronto
Globe and Mail



The lce Storm of '98

El Nino sure is playing havoc with our weather systems: range tires in southern Alberla
(Lore Bruder is OK), severe flooding in southern California (Karen Harbert is OK), and of
course the Great lce Storm of '98 in eastern Ontario, Quebec, New Brunswick and parts
of New York State and New England. We were lucky: only five days without power, a
wood-burning furnace and wood stove to keep us warm, an old railroad lantern for light.
The dogs thought having us at home was a treat, though lworried about putting them
outside with branches crashing down every few minutes. Others endured longer spells of
cold and darkness: Barb Hoffman 10 days, Linda Mazurkiewicz 14 days, and Ruth Lister
earned a dubious record of 19 days! Here is her account of life in '1he black triangle":

On January 6, 1998 the lights went out, not to be seen again till January 24th at 8:00 pm.

Having seen the devastation, we knew we were going to be in the dark for quite a while,
especially since I live in what came to be called in Quebec 'the black triangle". The
damage to trees, hydro and telephone lines and poles was unbelievable. The bridges into
Montreal were closed and also several highways. Consequently, supplies could not get
through. Everyone was trying to get candles, batteries, lamp oil and propane for about ten
days. People were desperate. All the stores demanded cash, no cheques or bank cards,
and added to the problem was the fact that no banks were open to get cash from.

Every second day the fire department came to pump at least a foot and a half of water out
of my basement. So, when Marilyn and other friends offered me shelter I was afraid to
leave. However on the ninth day the temperature in the house dropped to 0 degrees C.
(Editor's note: For those of you not on the metric scale, that's 32F, and damn cold!) I

retreated to my neighbour, a friend who had a wood stove in the basement. My corgis and
one bulldog joined their two corgis. My gang were sure happy to be warm again!

For the next ten days the routine was pump the sump with a friend's bilge pump, carry
wood downstairs and run dogs up and down stairs. At the end of the blackout I had lost ten
pounds and was in excellent physical shape! And I never want to see another candle.

Ruth Lister

Cardigans do "Rare Breeds and Seeds"!

Rare Breeds Canada is an organization devoted to preserving rare and minor breeds of
farm livestock. Seeds of Diversity Canada is dedicated to the preservation of heirloom
vegetables, herbs, flowers and fruit, the kind your grandmother saved from year to year
before modem hybrids were developed. Both groups are motivated by the desire to ensure
that genetic diversity is maintained for future generations. A sense of history helps,
too. Last August, the two organizations worked together to put on a display called "Rare
Breeds and Seeds" at the Central Experimental Farm in Ottawa.



We decided to go for the day, and to take a couple of dogs along for an outing. Little did
we realize that Patches and Becky would become part of the "rare breeds" on display
themselves!

Because dogs weren't allowed in the buildings, Jim and ltook turns standing under a
shady tree with the girls while the other went to view the exhibits and animals inside.
lnevitably, a litlle group would gather around the dogs and someone would inquire "is this
a rare breed, too?" So we talked about the history of Cardigans, what they were used for,
why they have such stubby legs and such funny ears. With Patches along, celebrating her
thirteenth bifihday, we pointed out how well they age and how few inherited ailments they
are subject to. The girls were on their best behavior, enjoying the patting and tummy
tickles, and they didn't mind in the least when a small child dropped half of her ice cream
cone on the asphalt in front of them!

Though it wasn't our intention, Patches and Becky certainly brought Cardigans to the
attention of many people on a hot summer day in Ottawa. There are probably people who,
thinking of the rare breeds they saw, include Cardigan Welsh Corgis with their memories
of Newfoundland Ponies, Canadienne cows and Berkshire pigs!

Marilyn Boissonneault

Dear Fellow Club Members:

Well, our election is finally complete. The race was close and there was a very good
voter return in spite of all the problems.

As outgoing A,/President I would like to thank all those who gave generously of their
help, patience and forbearance during the past iew months. I would like to extend special
thanks to B.C. member, Mr. Ron Stewart for agreeing to step in as election officer in the
middle of a very difficult situation and for doing such a fine job. We have learned some very
important things about running an election and these lessons will be reflected, hopefully,
in the new club by-laws.

I would also like to thank Mr. John Lusk, CKC Director for Ontario West for
supervising the election, counting ballots and providing invaluable advice, guidance,
information and support.

Based on my experience and observations as A,/President I would like to offer the
following: the CCCC has recently come through some very ditficult times. My sense is that
if we could get through this, then meeting the challenges ahead is a piece of cakel (Well,
maybe not a piece of cake, but at least not impossible.)

A healthy organization requires fiscal responsibility. Our first order of business
should be, in my view, to determine where the club stands in terms of its finances and its
actual membership. There are several very pressing issues we need to deal with but our
ability to deal with them will be determined by the resources at our disposal and our ability



to generate revenues.

It has become very clear over the past several months that we desperately need to
get a clear Constitution, By-laws and Code of Ethics ratified and in place so that we have
the tools to deal efficiently and effectively with the problems that inevitably arise. ln my
view this should be the first things we tackle once our financial and membership status is
determ ined.

ln the past our obedience trials have generated much needed funds. We need to
work on regaining the standing with the CKC which allows us to host trials and put in place
a long range plan that will ensure we do not lose our abillg to hold trials again in the future.

It is absolutely essential that we make a renewed commitment to publish our
Newsletter on a regular basis. For many members the Newsletter forum is the only means
of communicating with other members, and a regular newsletter is crucial to the good
health of a national breed club.

Our members are the lifeblood of the club. So that the club may become a healthy,
vigorous organization we need to look for ways to attract new members, ways to bring past
members back into the fold, and ways to keep and utillze the talents of our present
members, including our junior members.

ln order to carry on the business of the club we need to find new ways to generate
funds and new ways of getting things done, perhaps be developing and using a committee
structure.

lf we are to survive as a national organization il is imperative that we become
national in fact as well as in name. lt is gratifying to note that a strong presence is
developing in western Canada. We must find ways to encourage that development and
ways to facilitate a similar presence in Quebec and the Maritimes.

Perhaps more important than any other issue is the need to define ourselves, to
articulate ourvalues as a national brbed club, to look at what we've been, what we are and
what we want to be, and then to set priorities and clear time-limited goals and objectives.
We must have a map for the future so that our destination is clear, our action purposeful,
and so that we're all headed in the same direction, albeil perhaps by different paths.

These are just a few of the many important tasks that need your attention. Having
spoken to many members I feel confident that the will, the enthusiasm, the expertise and
the energy is there, and I look forward with a renewed sense of optimism to what is
potentially a very exciting time in the evolution of our organization. Again, thank you.
Welcome and the best of luck to the new Executive. Now, onward and upward!

Barb Hoffman



MEMBERSHIPS FOR 1998 ARE NOW DUE!

Memberships for 1998 are now due! Unfortunately any membership not renewed by April
30th will be lapsed. Dues are $15 per year for regular members and $20 per year for
families (see definitions below). Please take a few minutes to renew your membership; for
your convenience a renewal form is attached to the end of this newsletter. Please send the
completed forms, and your cheque, to: Karen Slutsken, our Secretary. Address is on the
masthead.

NEW MEMBERSHIP CATEGORIES AVAILABLE
At the February Executive meeting, some new categories of membership in the Canadian
Cardigan Corgi Club were discussed and approved. These are described below. Please
note that all current members of the CCCC are considered lo be regular or family
members, as appropriate.

Puppy Members: Dues $S/year. Breeder-members are encouraged to purchase puppy
memberships for non-members who acquire a puppy from them. This is good for one year
and is non-renewable. Benefits: One year of the Newsletter; the right to work on Club
committees; cannot chair a committee; no voting or nominating privileges. This is
considered a learning membership.

Associate and Junior Memberships: Dues $10/year. Benefits and restrictions are the same
as for Puppy members.

Regular Memberships: Dues $1S/year. Full membership would be attained through the
initial sponsorship of two regular members in good standing, plus two years of puppy
and/or associate membership. Benefits include one year of the Newsletter; eligibility to
chair a committee and run for office; eligibility to nominate candidates for office and full
voting privileges.

Family Membershps; Dues $2Olyear. Full membership would be attained through the initial
sponsorship of two regular members in good standing plus two years of puppy and/or
associate sponsorship. Benefits include one copy of the Newsletter, plus one vote per
family residing in the same household; eligibility to chair committees, to nominate
candidates for election, and to run for office, subiect to CCCC Constitutional limitations.
Please note: "family'' shall include common law or same sex households; also, if a family
wishes to have more than one vote per household then separate regular memberships
must be purchased.



1 998 MEMBERSHIP BENEWAL

Name:

Address:

Telephone number:

FAX, e-mail, website:

Kennel Name: (if applicable):

Membership Cateqorv: Family ($20ly4_ Single ($1s/yr)
(Check one) Junior/Associate ($10/yr)_ Puppy ($5/y0

Please help us serve the members better by answering the following questions:

How many Cardigans do you currently own/co-own?

What other breeds do you own/co-own/have you owned?

Please indicate your area(s) of interest: (check as many as apply)
Pet ownership_ Breeding_ Conformation
Obedience Herding_ Flyball_

Tracking_ Other (specify)_Agility_
Dog-related clubs/organizations in which you currently hold membership:

Would you be willing to help the Club by working on one of the following committees?
(We'll train you if necessary!)
Finance/fundraising_ Newsletter Trophies_
Specialties/Boosters_ Education Breed standard
Membership_ Performance activities
Archives/statistics

Signatu re: Date

Please send this form, and your cheque or money order, to:
Karen Slutsken,
27 Allenvale Drive, Aurora
Ontario L4G 6P5



i
NOMINATIONS FOR 1999 AND 2OOO SPECIALTIES

We are seeking your input on the location and judges for our 1999 and 2000 Specialty
shows. You can use this form to submit your recommendations; send it to our secretary,
Karen Slutsken, when you mail your membership renewal. Additional information is on
page 16.

Location for 1999: 1st choice

2nd choice

3rd choice

Location for 2000: Cardigan, PEl, has already been proposed. Please rank it as your first,
second or third choice.

Cardigan 1st_ 2nd- 3rd

1st 2nd 3rd(list choice)

(list choice)

Regular Class Judges: 1st choice

2nd choice

3rd choice

Sweepstakes Judges: 1st choice

2nd choice

3rd choice

1st 2nd 3rd


